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および single－strand conformation polymorphism 解析の有効性






















































































































































Exon primer for PCR

























































Fig.1 Principle of heteroduplex analysis. 1）PCR for target
DNA. 2）Mixed control and mutant DNA. 3）Denaturing at
95℃ for 3 min. 4）Annealing at 37℃ for 60 min. 
5）Electrophoresis in 6％ polyacrylamide gel at 800V for 12～
14hr at room temperature. 6）Staining in ethidium bromide.
Fig.2 Principle of single-strand conformation polymorphism
analysis. 1）PCR for target DNA. 2）Denaturing at 100℃ for
10 min. 3）Quickly On-ice for 10 min. 4）Electrophoresis in

































Fig.3 The results of HD in exon 4（a and b）and exon 3（c）
of P0 gene in controls（C）and CMT patients（P）. a；A
heteroduplex band is demonstrated in patient 1（lane P,
arrowed）. b；Two heteroduplex bands are demonstrated in
patient 2（lane P, arrowed）. c；A heteroduplex band is
demonstrated in patient 3（lane P, arrowed）.
Fig.4 The results of HD in exon 4（a）and exon 3（b）of
MTMI gene in controls（C）and XLMTM patients（P）. a；
Two heteroduplex bands are demonstrated in patient 4（lane
P, arrowed）. b；A heteroduplex band is demonstrated in
patient 5（lane P1, arrowed）and his mother（P2）.
Fig.5 The results of SSCP in exon 4（a and b）and exon 3
（c）of P0 gene in controls（C）and CMT patients（P）. a；
A mutant band is demonstrated in patient 1（lane P, arrowed）.
b；Mutant bands are demonstrated in patient 2（lane P,
arrowed）. c；Mutant band is not observed in patient 3（lane
P）.
Fig.6 The results of SSCP in exon 4（a）and exon 3（b）
of MTMI gene in controls（C）and XLMTM patients（P）.
a；A mutant band is demonstrated in patient 4（lane P,
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analysis for detection of mutations in hereditary neuromuscular disorders.
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Abstract
Heteroduplex analysis（HD）and single－strand conformation polymorphism analysis（SSCP）are
widely used for screening of mutation detection.
We used HD and SSCP to detect the mutation of myotubularin（the MTM1 gene）in two patients
with X－linked myotubular myopathy（XLMTM）, and the major structural protein of peripheral
nerve myelin（the P0 gene）in three patients with Charcot－Marie－Tooth disease type 1B
（CMT1B）. 
We tested the patients to compare with the rapidity and the sensitivity of these techniques. It was
clarified that SSCP reduced the testing time by about 50％ in comparison to HD. In the results of
electrophoresis, we could detect the altered migration pattern for all subjects using HD, but using
SSCP, the mobility shift of one of patients with XLMTM could not be detected.
Our results indicate that SSCP is a useful screening technique for the rapidity, however for a more
accurate detection, HD should be used to complement.
Key words: heteroduplex analysis，single－strand conformation polymorphism analysis， X－linked
myotubular myopathy, Charcot－Marie－Tooth disease type 1B
